
TINY HOUSE LIVING 
Why live in a tiny house and what’s it really like? 
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Our Story 

!  Need for more affordable living while 
one of us is attending grad school in an 
expensive area of California 

!  Tired of high rent costs, throwing away 
money 

!  Needed flexibility to move, not ready 
to settle in one spot 

!  Seeking alternative to typical home 
ownership/mortgage 

!  Interest in small, green building – return 

to efficient human-size dwellings 
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“The Tiny Project” House 

!  8x20’ modern THOW w/loft 

!  10 windows plus all-glass door for 
lots of light! 

!  High-end materials, sustainable 
woods, stainless steel appliances 

!  Propane range and on-demand water 
heater 

!  Combo washer/dryer 

!  Dedicated desk, fold-up table + 
folding standing-height workstation 

!  Plenty of storage! 

“The Tiny Project” interior 



What is Tiny Living? 

What does tiny living mean?  

 

How can it improve daily life?  

 

What’s it REALLY like? 

 



What Does “Tiny” Mean? 

!  Can be on wheels or on a foundation 

!  No maximum size, but usually thought of 
as under 300 sq.ft. 

!  Each area typically serves more than 
one purpose – using every bit of your 
space well 

!  Efficient living, lower environmental 
impact 

!  Conscious effort to simplify & downsize 

– less focus on stuff 

!  Living within your means 

!  Made to fit your needs and your style! 

Our tiny house floorplan – 8x20’ 



Community Engagement 

!  Asking for help in building & learning 
proper construction techniques 

!  Negotiating/bartering with local 
companies for deals on materials, build 
space, labor, etc. 

!  Reliance on friends and neighbors for 
extra storage for those larger seldom-
used items  

!  Trusting the goodwill of others to find 
parking space 

!  Independent way of living, but not a 
separate, isolated one  

Visit from friends and neighbors 



A Space that’s Yours  

!  Gives you the potential to create a 
space that meets your needs perfectly. 

This is not just a luxury, but a necessity 
when dealing with limited square 
footage 

!  Can be any unique style you choose. 
Express yourself! Tiny houses allow you 
to love your space and feel totally at 
home in it! 

!  Can be full-time residence, rental, studio 
space, office, or guest house 

The uniquely styled “Ravenlore” tiny house. 



Conscious Downsizing  

!  Keeping only those items used 

regularly, or with special meaning 

!  If haven’t used in the past year, must 
get rid of it 

!  One thing in, one thing out 

!  Wardrobe/shoes/accessories must be 
kept in check – create a “uniform” 

!  Simplify life to realize happiness 

independent of material 

possessions 

Our loft with “his” and “hers” closets 



Willing to Compromise?  

!  Are you sharing the space with your 
partner or pet? Make sure to design 
space to meet BOTH your needs  

!  Seasonal/recreation items may need 
another storage space 

!  Relying on community for tools and other 
typical “garage” or seldom used items 

!  May not be able to host larger events or 
must do so creatively 

!  If you live on someone else’s land, you 
can’t be as choosy – flexibility is needed 

!  Parking and living in a tiny house may not 
be completely legal in your area – 
willingness to live in legal “gray area” 

Don’t forget about me! 



Upkeep & Cleaning 

!  If you choose to build your 

own tiny house, you will 

know it intimately. Easier to 
fix, but be aware that as a 
homeowner, there will be 
maintenance required and 
some maintenance costs.  

!  Easy to clean but must be 

cleaned very often – also 
easy to make a total mess in 
5 minutes!  

Always cleaning doggy fur! 



Environmentally Friendly 

!  Openness to simple, yet effective 
ideas such as composting human 
waste to reduce water use and 
reliance of sewer/septic 

!  Use of all-natural, biodegradable 

soaps and cleaners if graywater is 
returned to the landscape 

!  Option to build with conscious 

materials choices – non-toxic, zero 
VOC, natural, reclaimed 

!  Far less power use if making use 
of LED lights and other efficient 
appliances 

Our “humanure” compost pile 



Ability to Do it Yourself! 

!  Small size makes it possible to do 
most or all work by yourself 

!  Save money and regain a very 
important skill – ability to build 
your own shelter 

!  Willingness to learn – no one has 
all the answers or will do it for 
you 

!  Lead by example, showing others 
that there are alternatives to our 
failing home ownership model 
(American Dream) 

!  You might be surprised by what 
you can accomplish! Design it yourself, build it yourself, 

or both! 



A Stepping Stone 

!  Lower cost of living can help 
you save for larger goals 

!  Build a home or purchase 
land 

!  Retirement or healthcare 

!  Travel or education   

!  Can provide interim housing 
for students, retirees, during 

times of transition “Tiny House Family” living debt-free while 
building a larger house! 



Face Life Head-on  

!  Relationships can be intensified 

(heightened too!) as there is nowhere 
to run to. Makes you deal with your 
issues and learn to communicate 
better 

!  Less time spent holed-up in a large 
house means more getting outside 

!  Typically less TV watching 

!  More time spent outdoors, active, 

connecting with nature 

!  More reading, introspection, 
gardening, simple pleasures in life 

Out in nature with a good book! 



It Can Be Hard! 

!  If DIY, may take 1.5 or 2 times as long 
as you might think! 

!  A tiny house WON’T (on it’s own): 

!  Fix a relationship 

!  Solve any of your problems 

!  Make you happy, if before you weren’t 

!  A tiny house WILL: 

!  Test you & teach you a lot about yourself 

!  Help you learn what you really need (and 
don’t need) to be happy 

!  Change the way you view the world – open 
you up to new ways of doing things and 

solving problems 

 

 

Thanks to friends and family for helping 
when I could not do it all myself! 



Benefits of Tiny Living 

!  Affordable option (compared to a full-
size home) for debt-free living  

!  Alternative to the increasingly difficult 
path to home-ownership  

!  Mobility and flexibility, with the 
potential for off-grid living 

!  Minimize environmental impact by 
living in an efficient and sustainable 
home  

!  Easy to maintain option for those of 
retirement age  

!  Pretty darn cute and cool! 
We towed our house 2,300 miles from 

Iowa to Northern California 



Tiny-Project.com 

For tiny house plans, photo book, resources, and articles about the 
realities of tiny house living, visit us at: 


